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Abstract.
A laser printer is a common office and personal printing equipment widely welcomed for high-speed, high-quality print output. The high temperature usually causes the printer nozzle temperature to be too high, affecting the printing quality and even damaging the printer. This is because the laser printer works by attaching the toner to the paper through high-temperature sintering, hence the print head’s temperature. Maintaining a suitable temperature environment is crucial for the normal operation and life of the laser printer. In addition, If the position and thickness of the black and white tendons change, it may affect the uneven distribution of the ink when printing, resulting in patches or blur of the printed image. In the printer’s cartridges, the black and white bars are separated, ensuring that the ink in the cartridge is evenly distributed when printing. If the position and thickness of the black and white tendons change, it may affect the uneven distribution of the ink when printing, resulting in patches or blur of the printed image. Therefore, when replacing ink cartridges or resetting or modifying some settings of the printer, be careful to be sure not to damage the printer. This study aims to solve the technical defects of laser printers, improve the level of printing technology, and improve the user experience.
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1. Introduction
Laser printers are widely used in offices and for personal use due to their high quality, speed, and versatility. As a common office equipment, the external environment often affects the operation of laser printers. Due to the precise construction of laser printers, temperature and humidity changes can significantly impact the printer’s performance [1]. For example, when the ambient temperature is too high or too low, the printer may not work properly or even fail. At the same time, the quality of toner cartridges is also an important factor affecting the performance of laser printer printers [2]. If the toner cartridge quality is poor, it may affect the printer’s printing quality and service life. In addition, the state of black and white tendons in the toner cartridge is also the key factor affecting the performance of laser printers. Black bars and white bars are important parts of the toner cartridge, and their state directly affects the printing effect of the printer. If the black and white bar is wrong, it may affect the clarity and color accuracy of the printing and may even cause the printer to fail. Through the study of the imaging problems of these laser printers, this paper puts forward suggestions for the maintenance of laser printers to ensure their long-term stable operation and meet customers’ needs. This paper identifies the imaging problems of laser printers, analyses their causes, and proposes solutions by studying the imaging problems of laser printers. Before solving the common faults of laser printers, it is necessary to have a full understanding of their working principles and advantages to solve them to ensure the operating performance of laser printers [3]. Laser printing technology is always developing; new developments and trends could appear. The study’s primary goal on laser printer print quality is to enhance and optimize printing technology to satisfy users’ growing demands for higher-quality printouts. Improved resolution and printing accuracy can yield clearer, more detailed printing outputs and enable laser printers to handle increasingly demanding application scenarios. This can be achieved by researching laser printers’ printing mechanism and control system. Studies on toner properties and the makeup of printing materials are needed to enhance print quality by enhancing toner adherence, color stability, and durability.

2. Temperature Problem
Temperature has a great influence on the laser printers. First, the temperature can affect the heat dissipation ability of the laser printer. Each component needs to reach a certain temperature when the machine is working. If the temperature is too low, the heat dissipation capacity of the laser printer will be reduced, affecting the working efficiency of the whole machine. In serious cases, the devices inside the machine may be triggered to burn down. The temperature will affect the movement performance of the laser printer ink cartridges. When replacing the cartridge, if the ambient temperature around the printer is too high, it may affect the moving performance of the cartridge and thus affect the printing quality. In addition, the temperature will also affect the laser
printer’s nozzle. The nozzle belongs to precision components and has strict environmental requirements. If you work at a high temperature for a long time, the nozzle will be damaged, affecting the printing quality. Therefore, to ensure the proper operation of the laser printer, the appropriate temperature should be kept as far as possible, usually between 15°C and 25°C. At the same time, it is also necessary to avoid the surface of the direct sunlight printer so as not to affect its performance.

3. Humidity Problem
For laser printers, if the environmental humidity is too high, there may be excessive moisture in the machine, which causes damage to the machine, especially the greatest impact on the paper feeding system. Excessive humidity will also increase the static electricity of the air, making the printed paper appear black lines or blank pages[4]. When the paper used by the laser printer changes in humidity, its hygroscopicity will also change. Humidity is too high, and the paper will absorb more water, resulting in the paper becoming soft, easily producing wrinkles and affecting the printing effect. If humidity is too low, the paper will dry, which may lead to an electrostatic phenomenon, affecting toner adsorption [5]. The stability of the laser printer toner will also be affected by the changing humidity of the environment. The toner is susceptible to damp agglomeration; in too low humidity, the toner may dry and fail. These will directly affect the printing quality. The circuit components of laser printers have limited adaptability to humidity. If the environmental humidity is too high or too low, the circuit components may not function properly and may even cause a failure. Excessive temperatures of laser printers may cause a series of questions to take appropriate measures to avoid. When using the laser printer, one must check the ventilation around the laser printer. Ensure the heat sink is not blocked, and there is no other equipment around the printer to block air circulation. Providing a good ventilation environment helps to reduce the printer’s temperature. A long time of high load use may cause increased laser printer temperature. Try to avoid overuse and allow the printer enough time to rest. Ensure that the ambient temperature of the laser printer operation is within the range specified by the manufacturer. Consider moving the printer to something cooler if the ambient temperature is too high. Sometimes, printer firmware updates may include improvements in temperature management. Check the manufacturer’s website to see if firmware updates are available. During the use of the printer, also make sure that the radiator and fan work properly. Clean possible dust and debris to ensure smooth air circulation. When arranging the printing tasks, consider dividing the large tasks into multiple small tasks to reduce the laser printer’s workload and the temperature. Check the hardware failure: If the above method cannot solve the problem, there may be a hardware failure. In this case, contacting the laser printer manufacturer or specialist technical support is recommended for further inspection and repair[6].

4. Picture Quality Defect
Black tendons and white tendons, poor quality of toner, or excessive use may lead to black bars in the laser printer’s output. Cartridge may have been exhausted or damaged, resulting in uneven toner distribution[7]. Too much toner or other impurities may have accumulated inside the printer, affecting the printing effect. Selenium drum aging or quality problems may also lead to the phenomenon of black tendons. The anchor is responsible for fixing the paper’s toner; if the anchor has problems, it can cause black or white tendons. Printing setting problems: Improper printing Settings, such as too low resolution, may also lead to the black tendon phenomenon. Internal problems of the printer: the wear or failure of the printer’s internal components may also lead to the black tendon phenomenon. Therefore, if the toner cartridge is out or there is a problem, replace it with a new compliant toner cartridge. Check the surface during use, and it may be replaced if there is a problem. Check whether the screen is clean; if the anchor parts are damaged, it may require repair or replacement. Need to ensure the use of high-quality printing media meeting the laser printer specifications[8]. Use professional printer cleaning tools to clean the printer inside regularly. Manufacturers have designed specific types of printing media for their printers to ensure compatibility and stability. Printing media that does not match the printer specifications may decrease print quality. Printing media has different requirements for laser printers. If the printer uses mismatched print media, it can cause white tendon problems. Toner quality problems can also lead to white tendon problems[9]. If the toner is too thick or thin, it may affect the printing effect, resulting in white tendon problems. Tors are the color material in laser printers responsible for forming color images. If the toner has a quality problem, it may result in poor printing results. Poor quality toner may lead to uneven distribution on the photosensitive drums, resulting in lighter color in some areas and white tendons during printing. Some low-quality toners may change during storage or use, resulting in color instability and fluctuations in the printing quality.
In general, if the laser printer has white tendon problems, it is more likely to be hardware-related reasons. Before adjusting the driver, it is recommended to check the status of the hardware components and clean up and maintain the printer to ensure that the correct consumables and printing media are used. Contact the laser printer manufacturer for technical support or more professional help[10-13] if necessary.

5. Conclusion

This paper mainly describes the printer’s photo quality problems; the main problems are black lines and white lines. Toner quality problems, excessive toner use, toner cartridge aging or quality problems, improper print settings, or printer internal wear or failure may cause black lines. The white lines may be due to the use of incompatible print media with the printer or toner quality problems. Therefore, to solve these problems, replacing the new toner or print media that meets the specifications and regularly cleaning the inside of the printer with a professional printer cleaning tool is necessary. A laser printer must be kept at a certain temperature in order to effectively dissipate heat. Too low or too high a temperature may affect its overall efficiency and may even lead to a fire inside the device. Excessive indoor temperature may affect the fluidity of the ink cartridge, thereby affecting the print quality. In order to ensure the normal operation of laser printers, the appropriate temperature is usually between 15 to 25. At the same time, avoid exposing the printer to direct sunlight, as this will affect its performance. Ambient humidity may cause excessive humidity inside the printer, which may cause damage to the printer, especially to the paper delivery system. High humidity may also increase static electricity in the air, resulting in black lines or blank pages in printing. The moisture absorption capacity of paper varies depending on the environment in which it is used. In a high-humidity environment, the paper will absorb more moisture, become softer, and more prone to wrinkling, thus affecting print quality. In a low-humidity environment, the paper may become dry, resulting in static electricity, which also affects the print quality. In order to ensure the normal operation of the laser printer, it should maintain a suitable temperature and humidity environment. In addition, avoid exposing the printer to direct sunlight or too humid environments. When using a laser printer, take care of the quality and moisture of the paper to ensure the best printing results.

Laser printing technology is always evolving, and some new trends and technological innovations may emerge in the future. As technology advances, laser printers may achieve higher resolution and faster print speeds to improve printing efficiency. Future laser printers may support a wider variety of print materials, including those with special properties and uses. Most laser printers are currently used for monochrome or multi-color printing, but in the future, more color options may be available, providing a wider range of printing choices. Laser printing technologies may converge with 3D printing technologies to enable more complex, three-dimensional prints. As technology evolves, laser printers may become more compact and lightweight, making them more suitable for mobile offices and personal use. Laser printers may incorporate smarter features, such as automatic paper type recognition and automatic adjustment of print settings, to improve the user experience. The direction of development may also include more environmentally friendly printing technology, reducing energy consumption and waste generation, and the use of more sustainable materials. Laser printers are likely to be more integrated with cloud printing and remote management capabilities, enabling users to easily manage and control print jobs from anywhere.
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